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About Ricochet and Our Mission
We have more than 25 years of experience producing sophisticated, high-tech,
high-quality Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for the rigorous and specialized
needs of the United States Military, Fire/Rescue/EMS, Public Safety,
First Responders, Specialized Chemical Professionals, and HAZMAT teams.
Our extensive experience has helped us develop the skills, knowledge, and proven manufacturing
techniques to provide the ultimate level of safety, quality, and comfort in Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) for anyone involved in Fire, Rescue, Emergency Medical Services (EMS),
Technical Rescue (TR), Urban Search and Rescue (USAR), HAZMAT, and Chemical Processing.
We strive to surpass current industry standards, anticipate future ones, and take an
active role in helping the scope of those standards benefit you, and keep you safer.
We manufacture all Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) in our ISO 9001 certified plant in the U.S.
Our mission is to exceed, not just meet, NFPA compliance and certification standards.
We offer top-quality protective clothing with comprehensive options for customization at competitive
prices. From the selection of fabrics to the sealed seams to the type of stitching, every detail
is engineered to meet the needs of the wearer for ultimate protection, comfort, and mobility.

We believe in Quality, Performance, Innovation, Comfort, and Value.
You deserve PPE that is as tough as you are, but easy on your budget.
When it comes to your PPE, we’ve got your back.

Wear Something Safer ™

Distributed by:

Ricochet Manufacturing Co.
4700 Wissahickon Ave, Suite 112
Philadelphia, PA 19144
ricochet-gear.com

Proudly Made in the USA
Toll-Free: (866) 293-8104
Local:
(215) 849-1971
Fax:
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Email:
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Specifically
designed
and engineered
to be as tough
as you are,
without being
tough on you.
Safer, more
flexible, with
you in mind.

Wear
something
safer!
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Ricochet Structural Gear = Maximum Mobility™ (M²)
Maximum Mobility (M²) implements cutting edge
technology with ergonomic engineering that works with
the dynamics of YOUR body, not a mannequin. The
results are fabric patterns designed to reduce binding,
tightening, rising, bulk, and restritiveness, all
of which contribute to discomfort, exhaustion,
muscle fatigue, hobbling, and heat stress. We
offer you a design to provide fit, comfort, and
mobility throughout all three layers of your
turnout gear.

Maximum Mobility (M²): A greater range of motion
and comfort than any other gear on the market.
We know you’re tough, and your job is tougher.
Making it more difficult to get your job done when
seconds are critical and lives are on the
line is unacceptable. We want you to be
safer, but also more comfortable, with
more flexibility, and we’ve achieved that for
you with Max Mobility.

YOU CAN BE SAFE, PROTECTED, AND COMFORTABLE, AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE.

USAR/Tech
Rescue PPE
Huge protection for non-fire scenarios in a
valuable package! The Ricochet
Out Front USAR-Tech Rescue package was
created to provide you with top-level safety,
performance, and comfort in a package
that is extremely valuable to you
and sensitive to your budget. By
pairing together specific material
combinations, we are able to provide
you advanced protection chosen for
excellent durability, breathability, and
overall performance, but at a great
value to you and your department. Ricochet’s
Out-Front gear is NFPA certified to provide
complete NFPA 1951 Tech/Rescue, Extrication
and NFPA 1999 Bloodborne Pathogen
protection, as well as limited flash protection
needed in non-entry operations.

EMS PPE
Our Frontline™ EMS gear is produced
utilizing a fully sealed 3.5 oz Navy Blue
CROSSTECH® EMS fabric shell, combined
with a polyester mesh hung liner. This
provides not only the most breathable EMS
protective garment available on the market
today, but also one that offers superior liquid
and bloodborne pathogen protection while
still being vapor-permeable.
This unique combination and design
produces a gear set which is highly visible,
extremely comfortable, offers superior
protection, and is certified to NFPA-1999.
Customize your jacket with reflective lettering
and a Polartec® zip-in warmth liner!
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